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Currently there is a public space to Loch
Gilp with extensive views to the east but
this is cut off from the town by the A83,
car parks and bus lay-by.
There is a small park between the car
parks but this is quite open and exposed.
1. Community halls
2. Left over space in front of buildings
3. Car parks
4. Bus lay-by
5. Path to Crinan Canal
6. Waterfront grassed space
7. Jetty
8. Beach
9. Local park
10.Shops and pub
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Proposed Strategy
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There is the major pedestrian and cycle
route along the Crinan Canal but this is
difficult to get to due to the A83.
The jetty is also the landing and crossing
point for the sea kayak trail but it is
difficult to travel between the loch and the
canal.

Barrier or poor quality spaces
Positive spaces
Car parks
Publicly accessible green
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It is proposed to add a pedestrian
crossing to the A83 to make east/west
movement easier.
The bus lay-by will be moved further south
so as not to act as a barrier.
The car park will be redefined to make
better use of the space and free up areas
to the north and south for a small public
space and link to the jetty.
The north/south waterfront path will be
widened and improved

Pedestrian / Cycle route
Kayak route
Barrier
Car park
Private waterfront use
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Publicly accessible green space

Pedestrian / Cycle route
Barriers to movement
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Existing Section

Crinan Canal and path

Path to canal

A83 and bus stop

Existing car park
Inefficient use of space
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A83 and Bus stop

Public space - Dying trees,
degraded path

Greenspace and dying trees
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Car park and community halls
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Private waterfront use

Proposed public space / links

Sea wall

